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ABSTRACT  

Erythropoietin (Epo) and soluble Epo receptors (sEpoR) have been proposed to play a central 

role in the ventilatory acclimatization to continuous hypoxia in mice.  

 

In this study, we demonstrated for the first time in humans (n=9) that sEpoR is downregulated 

upon daytime exposure to 4 days of intermittent hypoxia (IH) [6h/day; cycles of 2-min of 

hypoxia followed by 2-min of reoxygenation - peak end-tidal PO2 (PETO2) = 88 Torr; nadir PETO2 

= 45 Torr], thereby allowing Epo concentration to rise. We also determined the strength of the 

association between these hematological adaptations and alterations in the acute hypoxic 

ventilatory response (AHVR).  

 

We observed a nadir in sEpoR on Day 2 (-70%), concomitant with the peak in Epo concentration 

(+50%). Following exposure to IH, tidal volume (VT) increased, breathing frequency (fR) 

remained unchanged, and overall ventilation (VE) was increased. There was a negative correlation 

between Epo and sEpoR (r=-0.261, p=0.05), and between sEpoR and VT (r=-0.331, p=0.02). Epo 

was positively correlated with VE (r=0.458, p=0.001).  

 

In conclusion, the downregulation of sEpoR by IH modulates the subsequent Epo response. 

Furthermore, the alterations in AHVR and breathing pattern following IH appear to be mediated, 

at least in part, by the increase in Epo. 

 



 

  

INTRODUCTION 

In humans, the increase in Epo depends upon the duration and severity of hypoxia [1], with 

noticeable increases in the plasma concentration of Epo  after short exposures to hypoxia (altitude 

~ 4,000m; ~84 min) [2], and reaching peak levels after ~48 hours [3]. Nocturnal hypoxia (12-14 

hours/night) has also been shown to stimulate Epo secretion but the elevation of Epo 

concentration is not sustained [4]. Intermittent hypoxia (IH) as experienced by patients with 

obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) has not consistently been shown to be associated with increased 

concentration in Epo. Some studies reported no systematic changes in Epo [5-7], while in 

contrast, elevated levels of Epo, persisting during daytime has already been reported in OSA 

patients [8]. The mechanisms underlying this discrepancy have not been elucidated yet, but one 

could argue that factors such as different levels of severity of OSA or co-morbidities often 

associated with OSA may play a role. 

 

From a clinical perspective, Epo has been used for two decades to treat chronic anemia and it is 

routinely used in both the prevention and/or correction of anemia associated with renal failure 

[9]. More recently, extensive research on the mechanisms of action of Epo led to the discovery of 

potential new roles for this protein. Based on animal experiments, it has been proposed that Epo 

plays a role in the ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia and modulates the neural control of 

breathing [10]. In wild type mice, a systemic injection of recombinant human Epo lead to binding 

of Epo on Epo receptors (EpoR) in the carotid bodies, which was believed to increase the hypoxic 

ventilatory response (HVR). The breathing pattern of transgenic mice over-expressing Epo in the 

brain [10] and those over-expressing Epo in the brain and in the blood [11] has also been studied. 

Thus, at least in experimental animals, Epo appears to influence the central control of breathing 

and to modulate HVR. A recent experiment by the same group [12] showed there is a sex-



 

  

dimorphism, with females subjects exhibiting a greater increase in ventilation than their male 

counterparts after a single injection of Epo at the systemic level (5000 units of recombinant 

human Epo - rhEpo). However, very little is known in healthy humans about the effect of 

endogenous secretion of Epo under conditions of sustained or intermittent hypoxia, especially in 

respect to short bouts of hypoxia. 

 

The effect of Epo is related to its binding on the EpoR, which is present in several anatomical 

locations including the carotid bodies, the pre-Bötzinger complex and the nucleus tractus solitarii 

[10]. A soluble form of the EpoR (sEpoR), corresponding to the extracellular domain of the 

EpoR, has been identified in several tissues [13] including human plasma [14]. Soluble EpoR 

competes with the EpoR to bind Epo, thereby limiting the ability of Epo to bind EpoR [15]. 

Recently, Soliz et al. [16] demonstrated in mice that downregulation of sEpoR in the brain, 

induced by 3 days of sustained hypoxia (10% O2), is necessary to allow the ventilatory 

acclimatization to hypoxia (VAH) to unfold. Further, the authors showed that the infusion of 

sEpoR directly in the brain not only blunted ventilatory acclimatization but also downregulated 

the cerebral expression of both Epo and EpoR. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the 

underlying mechanism whereby Epo influences the control of breathing is determined by a 

balance between increased Epo and decreased sEpoR.  

 

Epo is now a major area of research regarding its protective effect from ischemia in the heart. 

Although it isn�t clear that chronic intermittent hypoxia induces an increase in Epo in patients 

with OSA, the expected change is an increase in chemosensitivity and thus greater breathing 

instability. The present study is of great clinical interest since it will clearly help in understanding 

crucial clinical issues such as this one.  



 

  

 

While it has been proposed that Epo (at non-physiological concentrations) controls ventilation 

both centrally and peripherally, there is no clear evidence whether sEpoR expression in the 

plasma plays a similar role as it does in the brain in this regulation loop. Further, very little is 

known about this regulation loop in humans. Therefore, we hypothesized that healthy humans 

would exhibit down-regulation of plasma sEpoR and upregulation of Epo during exposure to 4 

days of IH mimicking OSA in awake healthy subjects. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the IH-

mediated changes in the expression of Epo and sEpoR would be associated with changes in 

breathing pattern (VT and fR) and the VAH.  

 



 

  

METHODS 

The present work is part of a larger study using an experimental human model of intermittent 

hypoxia (IH) mimicking the type of IH experienced by patients with moderate OSA (but during 

daytime, i.e., while the participants are awake) [17, 18]. In this experimental study, we aimed to 

investigate the effect of IH on the vasculature (both cardio- and cerebrovascular) and on the 

control of breathing. The present study falls into the later along with another part dealing with the 

relation between oxidative stress and HVR. Our group recently published two articles involving 

the same subjects and protocol on both the cardiovascular and cerebrovascular regulation 

following exposure to intermittent hypoxia [17], and the role of oxidative stress in the acute 

hypoxic ventilatory response (AHVR) induced by IH (i.e. hypoxemia and reoxygenation cycles) 

[18], respectively.  

 

Ethics approval 

This study of Epo, sEpoR and breathing patterns was undertaken in conjunction with a study 

examining the cerebrovascular and cardiovascular responses to IH in humans [17]. The protocol 

was approved by the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Calgary and 

conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each 

subject prior to participation in the study. 

 

Subjects 

Nine healthy male volunteers were recruited to participate in the study. They were 29±5 years old 

(mean ± S.D.) and had a height and weight of 173.8±9.5 cm and 76.2±10.6 kg, respectively. The 

average BMI was 25.1±1.4 kg m-2. None of the volunteers smoked cigarettes and none had a 



 

  

history of cardiovascular, cerebrovascular or respiratory diseases. All subjects were residents of 

Calgary (altitude 1,100m) for at least one year prior to enrollment.  

 

Protocol 

The experiments were conducted in our laboratory, located at 1,103m above sea level, and the 

average barometric pressure during the study days was 663 ± 1 mmHg. This protocol has been 

described previously [17]. Briefly, subjects attended the laboratory on seven different days over a 

13-day period. The first two days (Day -4 and Day 0) served as control days, during which 

subjects were exposed to 6 hours of sham intermittent hypoxia. On the following four 

consecutive days (Days 1-4), subjects were exposed to 6 hours of IH. Four days after the last day 

of exposure (Day 8), subjects returned to the laboratory for a follow-up assessment. Daily 

exposures to either sham IH or IH were conducted during daytime and the subjects were 

instructed not to sleep. At the end of each experimental day (Days -4, 0, 1-4 and 8), a graded 

hypoxic test was performed to assess the breathing pattern. This test was performed 

approximately 30 min after the end of the daily exposure to either sham hypoxia or IH, and at the 

same time of day on Day 8. 

 

Blood samples were taken on Days -4, 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 approximately 15 min after the subjects 

exited the chamber to assess the serum concentrations of erythropoietin (Epo) and the plasma 

concentration of soluble Epo receptors (sEpoR). Ventilatory parameters (VE, VT, fR and AHVR) 

were evaluated on Days -4, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8. 

 

Procedures  



 

  

Full details of the ventilatory measurements are provided in the Online Supplement. 

 

Intermittent Hypoxia Exposure. During the four days of IH (Days 1-4), subjects were exposed to 

6 hours of continuous cycles of two-minutes of hypoxia (nadir PETO2 = 45.0 mmHg) and two 

minutes of normoxia (peak PETO2 = 88.0 mmHg). Further details of this protocol are published 

elsewhere [17].  

 

Blood samples and analysis. Blood samples collection is described in the online data 

supplement. Both serum concentration of Epo and plasma concentration of sEpoR were 

determined by Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). Briefly, Epo concentration was 

determined by using an ELISA kit (R&D System, Minneapolis, MN, USA), while we used 

slightly modified version of the method described by Westphal et al. [14] to assess sEpoR. A 

detailed description of these methodologies can be found in the online supplement. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Except for the anthropometric data and data presented in the Online Supplement, all results are 

presented as mean with corresponding 95% confidence interval (95% C.I.). Two of the 54 blood 

samples were not included in the statistical analysis. In one subject, the blood data were not 

collected on Day 1 due to technical difficulties. In another volunteer, the concentration of sEpoR 

on Day 8 was more than 5-fold higher (13.2 SD) than the mean, and as such it was treated as an 

outlier and removed from further analyses. This data point was treated as an outlier on the basis 

that the data point fell outside of the ±2 SD boundary. Ventilatory and hematological data for the 

two control days, i.e. Day -4 and Day 0, were not statistically different, and therefore these two 



 

  

baselines were combined for further analysis and termed as baseline (Bsl) in the remainder of the 

manuscript. The data for the ventilatory components (VE, VT and fR) and blood markers (Epo and 

sEpoR) were analyzed using a one-way repeated measure ANOVA. A Dunnett Hsu test was then 

applied to identify significant differences between means. Linear regression analysis (with 

corresponding correlation coefficients (R)) was used to analyze the overall relationship between 

the changes in blood markers (Epo and sEpoR) and ventilatory components (VE, VT and fR). 

Generalized Linear Modelling (GLM) (with corresponding multiple correlation coefficients 

(mR)) was used to analyze the relationship between the changes in blood markers and ventilatory 

components across the days of study. A likelihood ratio test was used to assess whether the 

relationships significantly differed from each other depending upon the day of study. A mixed 

model regression analysis with an autoregression correlation structure was used to describe the 

relationship between ventilation (VE) and time while adjusting for a subjects� level of Epo at each 

time point as a time-varying covariate. Statistics were performed with the Analytical Software 

SPSS (Version 16.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and with SAS (Version 9.2, SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The level of significance was set at P ≤0.05.  



 

  

RESULTS 

Resting measurements 

Resting ventilatory data (along with the Table 1) are outlined in the online supplement.  

 

Effects of exposure to IH on the components of ventilation 

Figure 1 illustrates changes in the components of ventilation measured during isocapnic hypoxia. 

We observed an increase of VT over time (P = 0.001) with a plateau between Day 1 and Day 4 

(+20% vs. Bsl), followed by a return to Bsl level four days after the end of the exposure (i.e. Day 

8). Conversely, fR did not change significantly throughout the study (P = 0.11). Collectively, 

these changes resulted in an increase in total ventilation over time (P = 0.004), with every data 

point being higher than Bsl, except Day 8. Similar to VT, we observed that VE reached a plateau at 

Day 1, which persisted during the exposure to IH before returning to Bsl level four days after the 

completion of exposure. More detailed results for AHVR are presented elsewhere [18], and a 

brief overview is provided in the Online Supplement. 

 

Effects of IH on the secretion of Epo 

Figure 2A illustrates that our model of IH stimulated the secretion of Epo over time (P = 0.04). 

The peak in Epo secretion appeared on Day 2 (+50% vs. Bsl, P = 0.003). On Day 4, the 

stimulation of Epo remained significantly higher than baseline level (+36% vs. Bsl, P = 0.02) and 

thereafter the Epo concentration returned to Bsl values by Day 8. 

 

Effects of IH on the plasma sEpoR concentration 

During normoxia, the concentration of sEpoR was similar to what has been proposed by 

Westphal et al. [14]. After exposure to IH, we observed a decline that started on Day 1 (-43% vs. 



 

  

Bsl, P = 0.007), with a nadir on Day 2 (-70% vs. Bsl, P < 0.001). Thereafter, sEpoR concentration 

returned towards Bsl on Day 4 (-46% vs. Bsl, P = 0.002), and remained at the same level four 

days after the end of the exposure, i.e. on Day 8 (Figure 2B). We also studied the Epo / sEpoR 

ratio; we observed a similar biphasic evolution similar to Epo but not significant (P = 0.124, data 

not shown). As discussed in the discussion, we observed �responders� and �non-responders�, 

which may, at least partly, explain this result. 

 

Relationships between Epo and sEpoR, ventilatory components and hypoxic sensitivities 

We observed an overall inverse relationship between sEpoR and Epo (R = 0.26, P = 0.05, Figure 

3A), while according to the GLM model, the relationship between Epo and sEpoR depended 

upon study day but was not significant (R = 0.41, P = 0.77, Figure 3B). There was an inverse 

relationship only on Day 1 and Day 2, no relationship at Bsl, Day 4 and Day 8.  

 

There was a relatively strong overall positive correlation between Epo and VE during the AHVR 

test (R = 0.46, P = 0.001, data not shown). However, the results from the mixed model regression 

analysis, whereby the relationship between ventilation and time was adjusted for Epo at each time 

point, suggests that Epo has very limited effect on VE as measured during the AHVR (Figure 4). 

This is evident as the unadjusted and adjusted means are close in value to each other.  

 

Overall, we also observed that the alterations in sEpoR correlated with those in VT (R = 0.33, P = 

0.02, data not shown). 

 



 

  

DISCUSSION 

Main Findings. Four novel findings emerge from this study of IH in healthy human volunteers. 

First, we found a substantial increase in minute ventilation due to higher VT as early as after one 

day of exposure to IH persisting over the four days of exposure (accompanied by a progressive 

increase in AHVR � see the Online Supplement and ref. [18]). Second, we demonstrated in 

humans that plasma sEpoR concentration is decreased during exposure to IH. Third, we observed 

an increase in Epo concentration concomitant with the decrease in sEpoR. Finally, moderately 

strong associations were observed between Epo and VE and between sEpoR and VT, suggesting 

that both Epo and sEpoR may play a role, in the increase in ventilation that is observed after 

daytime exposure to IH. 

 

Alterations in breathing pattern at rest and in response to acute isocapnic hypoxia following 

exposure to IH. Signs of VAH we observed (i.e. increase in VT with little change in fR, Figure 1) 

are consistent with the changes in AHVR that are mediated by chronic exposure to sustained 

hypoxia (for review see [19]). However, exposure to chronic IH, such as that experienced in 

patients with OSA, is a more complex paradigm [20]. While some studies have shown an 

increase in the ventilatory response to acute hypoxia with IH [21], others have not [22], and some 

have found a blunted ventilatory response to hypoxia in OSA patients [23]. In our model of IH, 

we observed an increase in VT, VE and also in AHVR (see Online Supplement for an overview of 

AHVR results and reference [18] for a more detailed presentation). This is consistent with 

another study using a model of OSA in healthy subjects [24]. The authors used a slightly 

different model from ours insofar as the subjects were exposed during sleep and reoxygenated 

during 15s every 2 min (vs. 2 min of deoxygenation and 2 min of reoxygenation in the present 

study). Moreover, their subjects were exposed to up to 28 days of IH. They did not measure 



 

  

ventilatory acclimatization during the first four days of exposure as we did, but they provide very 

useful information as to the longer-term acclimatization. They actually observed a progressive 

rise in hypoxic chemosensitivity after 7 and 14 days of exposure [24]. A number of factors may 

explain the discrepancies between these results using models of OSA and previous studies 

involving patients with OSA patients. For instance, it has been proposed that age, duration and 

severity of disease may play a role in the alterations in AHVR observed in patients with OSA 

[20]. In our study, subjects were healthy young males and no such confounding factors were 

implicated. 

  

Interestingly, while we observed an increase in both VT and VE as early as after one day of 

exposure, we did not observe a further increase during the following three days of exposure to 

IH. This is most likely due to the relatively short total time spent in hypoxia in the present study. 

In the study by Tamisier et al. [24], it is likely that the increase in HVR they reported was mainly 

due to an increase in VT. The fact that their subjects spent more time daily (9h vs. 6h of IH) for a 

longer period of time (14 or 28 days vs. 4 days) suggests incomplete ventilatory acclimatization 

in the present study. 

 

Alterations in Epo and sEpoR following exposure to intermittent hypoxia. In the present study, 

we report an increase in Epo concentration after the first day of exposure to IH, corresponding to 

3 hours of moderate hypoxia. Cahan et al. [8] reported increased serum Epo concentration in 

OSA patients exposed to IH for several years, while others did not [5-7]. These diverging results 

may be explained by different degrees of severity in the patients studied and/or by confounding 

factors often associated with OSA. Adaptive changes in OSA patients might also explain the 

discrepancy; however this point remains somewhat speculative. 



 

  

The general consensus is that Epo concentration reaches a peak after 2 days of exposure to 

chronic hypoxia [3]. We observed a similar pattern (i.e., a peak of Epo after Day 2), but this was 

induced by a shorter period because of our pattern of exposure. Unfortunately, our data do not 

provide clear evidence of the underlying mechanisms. 

 

This is the first human study in which plasma sEpoR concentration was measured following 

exposure to IH. We provide evidence that sEpoR is decreased following exposure to IH. Our 

findings are in scope with those reported by Soliz et al. [16] in mice despite different hypoxic 

exposure paradigms (shorter duration and severity of hypoxia). Given that we observed a 

significant decrease after Day 1 and a nadir on Day 2, it appears that the sEpoR response is rapid 

and very sensitive to hypoxia. Therefore, the decrease reported by Soliz et al. [16] at the end of 3 

days exposure to hypoxia may have underestimated the magnitude of this reduction. On Day 8, 

sEpoR concentration was still lower than Bsl values. This observation might relate to the residual 

increase in AHVR that is occasionally observed following IH [25], but this explanation is not 

consistent with the present results. Therefore, this aspect of the sEpoR response warrants further 

study.  

 

Another interesting observation is the large inter-individual variability in the absolute sEpoR 

levels despite the global trend towards a decrease with a nadir on Day 2. In fact, 2/9 subjects did 

not exhibit any decrease between Bsl measurements and Day 2 and these two �non-responders� 

exhibited particularly low normoxic baseline levels of sEpoR compared to the other subjects. 

Similar to what is known for Epo, we observed groups of �responders� and �non-responders� in 

the sEpoR response to IH. The dose of hypoxia to which our subjects were exposed was mild 

compared to the only other available study [16], and our subjects may have responded differently 



 

  

to sustained hypoxia. Of note, one of these two subjects exhibited very limited changes in 

ventilation throughout the study. 

 

In their animal model, Soliz et al. [16] proposed that the increase of Epo in the brain appears first, 

and then directly stimulates ventilation, while the decrease in sEpoR unfolds later and maintains 

increased Epo availability. However, our data do not support this hypothesis, at least at the 

systemic level, since we found the patterns of Epo and sEpoR responses matched closely (but in 

opposite directions) exhibiting a peak and nadir, respectively, on Day 2. Moreover, the negative 

relationship we observed between Epo and sEpoR on Day 1 and Day 2 (Figure 3) seems to 

further corroborate this hypothesis despite the lack of significance according to the global GLM. 

Hence, in the circulating plasma, it seems that both Epo and sEpoR are finely tuned, with the 

release of Epo from the kidney [9] occurring at the same time as the decrease in circulating 

sEpoR concentration in order to maximize Epo bioavailability.  

 

Interaction between alterations in Epo and both breathing pattern and HVR during 

intermittent hypoxia. Soliz and co-worker worked on lines of mice over-expressing Epo either in 

the brain only (Tg21) [10] and in the brain and blood (Tg6) [11]. The authors concluded that 

central Epo over-expression alters the breathing pattern towards an increase in fR, while systemic 

Epo over-expression modulates the response of the carotid bodies. These two studies concluded 

that Epo has the ability to stimulate ventilation. However, a recent study reported the effect of 

Epo injection in humans [12] and they observed a large difference in the ventilatory response 

between males and females, the latter being the only one positively affected by the single 

injection of 5000 units of rhEpo. Gassmann et al. [26] recently pooled the results of their 

previous studies [10-12] and generated a schematic summarizing the effect of Epo in light of the 



 

  

sex-dimorphism [26]. The authors proposed that the effects of increased Epo in the brain are not 

subject to sex-dimorphism, while increased plasma Epo (either after a single injection or in their 

transgenic mice line) does induce sex-dimorphism. In the present experiment, only males were 

studied and our results are consistent with the existing literature insofar as we did not observe a 

clear effect of Epo on VE (Figure 4). We therefore confirm that systemic increase in Epo has a 

very limited effect on ventilation, at least in adult males.  

 

However, sustained elevation in plasma Epo concentration seems to have stimulating effects on 

the carotid bodies insofar as we observed an overall correlation between Epo and HVR over the 

entire study (R=0.475; P=0.001, data not shown). Unfortunately, based on recent literature (see 

above), the mechanisms underlying this observation remain unclear. 

 

Because of the sustained elevation in serum Epo concentration we observed (Figure 2A) one 

might speculate that Epo could eventually cross the blood-brain barrier, a mechanism already 

demonstrated in rabbits [27, 28]. Similarly, astrocytes [29, 30] and neurons [30] of the hypoxic 

brain have also been shown to release Epo, both contributing to increasing its central 

concentration. Altogether, these mechanisms could ultimately lead to an increase central level of 

Epo, therefore gained the ability to stimulate ventilation, but we acknowledge this remains 

speculative at this stage.  

 

 

Interaction between alterations in sEpoR and breathing pattern during intermittent hypoxia. 

Because of its strong affinity for Epo, sEpoR compete with EpoR to bind on Epo [15]. As a 

consequence, its decrease upon exposure to hypoxia allows more Epo to bind the EpoR and in 



 

  

turn to account for ventilatory acclimatization [16]. Hence, sEpoR plays a central role in this 

process. In the present study, we report that sEpoR in the plasma is actually decreased during 

exposure to IH. Furthermore, we observed an association between sEpoR and VT (not shown). 

This result is consistent with recent reports in mice showing that constant infusion of sEpoR 

during 3 days of exposure to sustained hypoxia (10% O2) not only maintained the sEpoR at its 

pre-exposure concentration but also abolished the ventilatory response to a subsequent AHVR 

test [16]. However, we acknowledge this relation represents one of the involved parameters and 

most likely shows an indirect link between sEpoR and the ventilation centers. 

 

Limitations. Despite its novelty we acknowledge that our study has some limitations. First, the 

innovative feature of the IH model we developed to simulate OSA is that it uses healthy subjects 

to unravel confounding factors often associated with OSA. However, there is a major difference 

between �real� OSA and our model of OSA in healthy subjects; our model is poikilocapnic 

hypoxia while OSA involves hypercapnia. Unfortunately, another powerful model proposed by 

Tamisier et al. [24] faced the same limitation. Another difference arising between our model and 

the intermittent hypoxia experienced by patients with OSA is that the present study was 

conducted during daytime while the subjects were awake. Second, the GLM provides useful 

complementary information as to inter-day mechanisms. However, despite a sufficiently high 

power to detect differences in Epo and sEpoR (0.77 and > 0.95 for Epo and sEpoR, respectively) 

we suggest that our modest sample size may limit a full interpretation of the GLM analysis. 

Similarly, while this study highlights novel mechanisms supported by the existing literature, the 

associations we observed do not represent clear cause and effect relationships. For instance, the 

mechanisms relating Epo and HVR (i.e. central vs. peripheral increase in Epo) warrant further 

research. 



 

  

 

Summary and conclusions. In summary, our data demonstrate that sEpoR are downregulated 

during daytime exposure to IH. Concomitant with the decrease in sEpoR we observed an increase 

in Epo. We also confirmed that IH triggers an increase in VE mediated by a higher VT, while 

breathing frequency is not affected. However, we did not show a clear effect of Epo on either VE 

or the hypoxic ventilatory response, but we provide evidence of what is most likely an indirect 

relation between sEpoR and VT. Taken together, these novel findings provide evidence for the 

role of sEpoR in the increase of ventilation during acute hypoxia following an exposure to IH. 

The role Epo plays is, however, not as clear. The present findings confirm a recent experiment 

demonstrating [12] that systemic Epo has little positive effect on HVR especially in male 

subjects. Because of the sustained elevation in Epo concentration in the present study we cannot 

exclude a more central and therefore positive effect on ventilator acclimatization, but this aspect 

clearly warrants further investigations. Therefore, it seems that the effects of an increase in Epo at 

the systemic level should be interpreted differently from those following the same increase at the 

central level. According to the present results, the involved mechanisms and their relative 

contribution along the acclimatization process need further experiment to be fully understood. 

 

Finally, the present study, along with another recently published study from our group on the 

same volunteers [18] highlighting the role of oxidative stress in the stimulation of HVR, describe 

two novel mechanisms working in conjunction to facilitate VAH. Indeed, multiple regression 

analysis revealed that together Epo and oxidative stress (8-hydroxy-29-deoxyguanosine; 8-

OHdG) explain 40% (i.e. R2= 0.40, P<0.001) of the HRV responses. Additionally, both variables 

are significant predictors of HVR (βEPO=0.49, P<0.001 and β8OHdG=0.39, P<0.001) and not 

correlated together, suggesting that EPO and oxidative stress modulate HVR independently. 



 

  

These results provide insight into new potential physiological mechanisms to understand how the 

control of breathing is altered with intermittent hypoxia. Moreover, the present study may 

provide important avenues in potential future therapeutic approaches since sEpoR has been 

demonstrated to have the ability to abolish the ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia and thus, 

may stabilize breathing. 
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Figure 1. Alterations in ventilation over four days of intermittent hypoxia.  

Footnote: The changes in tidal volume (VT), breathing frequency (fR) and minute ventilation (VE) 

during an acute hypoxic test (PETO2 = 45.0 mmHg and PETCO2 = +1.5 mmHg above rest) are 

shown. VT (panel A) increased from Day 1 through Day 4 when compared to baseline (Bsl) while 

fR (panel B) did not change. As a result, VE (panel C) increased during the hypoxic exposure. The 

values are means ± C.I. for the 9 participants. * P ≤ 0.05 vs. Bsl; ** P ≤ 0.01 vs. Bsl. 



 

  

 

 

Figure 2. Serum Epo secretion and sEpoR over four days of intermittent hypoxia.  

Footnote: The changes in Epo (panel A) and sEpoR (panel B) over time are shown. Note the 

increase in Epo concentration, starting on Day 1 with a peak on Day 2. Thereafter, Epo 

concentration decreased towards baseline level but remained higher on Day 4 compared to 



 

  

baseline (Bsl). Four days after the end of hypoxic exposure, Epo concentration did not differ from 

baseline (Bsl). The changes in sEpoR over time are shown. sEpoR  decreased during the exposure 

to hypoxia (Day 1 to Day 4) with a nadir on Day 2 compared to baseline (Bsl). After four days of 

recovery from hypoxia, sEpoR concentration was still lower than baseline (Bsl). The values are 

means ± C.I. for 9 participants. Data are missing for one subject on Day 1 (for both Epo and 

sEpoR) and for another subject on Day 8 (for sEpoR only). * P ≤ 0.05 vs. Bsl; ** P ≤ 0.01 vs. 

Bsl. 



 

  

 



 

  

 

Figure 3. Correlation between Epo and sEpoR.  

Footnote: Panel A represents the overall relationship between Epo and sEpoR, while Panel B 

shows the daily relationship between Epo and sEpoR. The data for 9 subjects are represented on 

this figure (R = 0.26, P=0.05 and mR = 0.41, P=0.77 for the Panel A and B, respectively). All 

individual data are shown except for one subject whose data for Epo and sEpoR are missing on 

Day 1 and for another subject whose data for sEpoR are missing for on Day 8. 



 

  

 



 

  

 

Figure 4. Mixed model regression analysis for the relationship between ventilation (VE) and 

time. Footnote: This Figure shows the changes in VE over the course of the experiment as 

presented in Figure 1 (unadjusted), but also while adjusted for Epo (adjusted for Epo). No data 

are presented for Day 3 as no blood sample was taken on that day. It appears that a systemic 

increase in Epo has very limited effect on the alterations in VE. The values are means ± C.I. for the 

9 participants. * P ≤ 0.05 vs. Bsl; ** P ≤ 0.01 vs. Bsl for both unadjusted an adjusted for Epo 

regression analyses. 

 



 

  

 


